Abstract-Diagnosing and fixing performance problems on multicore machines with deep memory hierarchies is extremely challenging. Certain problems are best addressed when we can analyze the entire trace of program execution, e.g., every memory access. Unfortunately such detailed execution logs are very large and cannot be analyzed by direct inspection. We present DINAMITE: a toolkit for Dynamic INstrumentation and Analysis for MassIve Trace Exploration. DINAMITE is a collection of tools for end-to-end performance analysis: from the LLVM compiler pass that instruments the program to plugand-play tools that use a modern data analytics engine Spark Streaming for trace introspection. Using DINAMITE we found opportunities to improve data layout in several applications that resulted in 15-20% performance improvements and found a shared-variable bottleneck in a popular key-value store, whose elimination improved performance by 20x.
I. INTRODUCTION
Memory performance is a limiting factor in many important programs. Traditional database systems, web servers, scientific algorithms and modern data analytics programs alike were observed to spend 50-80% of CPU cycles stalled on memory [1] [2] . That is, 50-80% of the time these programs are unable to commit any instructions due to outstanding long-latency memory accesses. Understanding and addressing the causes of these bottlenecks is of paramount importance. Performance improvements from a more efficient memory layout or improved locality of access are usually significant and in some cases reach an order of magnitude [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
At the same time, optimizing memory performance is notoriously difficult. Compiler optimizations can be effective when static analysis is sufficient to infer improvement opportunities. However, the scope of static optimizations is limited [9] , partly because insight into a bottleneck can often be gained only during execution and partly because the compiler is limited in how it can change data structure layout, particularly with dynamically allocated data structures and in unmanaged languages. As a result, developers often resort to manually optimizing their data structures and algorithms, relying on tools for dynamic program analysis and memory profiling.
Unfortunately, most existing tools suffer from either lack of generality, portability, or flexibility. Conventional CPU profilers, such as perf [10] , aim to identify source locations that generate the majority of cache misses, but because of skid effects in hardware counters [11] , [12] or compiler optimizations, such as function inlining, this information is often imprecise or plain wrong. Cachegrind [13] accurately identifies source lines generating cache misses, but does not provide actionable insight that might lead the programmer to reduce them. Dprof [5] identifies data structures and fields that are responsible for cache misses due to sharing among threads, but it is not flexible enough to address other causes of poor memory performance and was designed specifically for the Linux kernel. Similarly, Memprof [4] focuses on identifying objects that cause remote accesses on NUMA systems, but the implementation is Linux-specific, tied to AMD hardware and does not lend itself to other types of analyses.
To address this gap, we built DINAMITE -a toolkit for Dynamic INstrumentation and Analysis for MassIve Trace Exploration. DINAMITE uses compile-time instrumentation to inject tracing code into the program. At runtime, the program generates precise traces containing every memory access, its source location and the corresponding variable name, type and value. These traces are then used to perform various memoryrelated analyses, for example, identifying highest cache-miss offenders, locating hot and cold fields of a data structure, correlating locality of accesses with values of variables, detecting true and false sharing, building arbitrary models of memory access patterns, and many others.
The approach of using instrumentation and tracing is by itself not new; it is used in Pin [14] , Valgrind/Cachegrind [13] and other similar tools. Its main downside is high runtime overhead and very large execution traces, which can reach hundreds of gigabytes even for small programs. However, for the very challenging task of memory performance debugging this approach is often the only practical option, because certain analyses, e.g., those relying on cache simulation, can be performed only with a precise execution trace.
Key contributions of DINAMITE are as follows:
• The instrumentation is implemented as a pass in LLVM [15] , so it is applicable to any language with an LLVM front-end.
• Since the instrumentation is done at compile-time, the source-level debug information assigned to trace entries is precise and easy to extract.
• Traces are generated in binary format and with buffering, which is the most efficient method known to us. As a result, DINAMITE's runtime overhead is similar or smaller than state-of-the-art instrumentation tools, like Pin and Valgrind.
• DINAMITE gives the user flexibility in how to handle execution traces. The traces can be stored in the file system, but if the user does not wish or cannot store these typically large traces, they can be analyzed on-the-fly using a streaming analytics engine like Spark Streaming [16] (or any other similar engine).
• DINAMITE is easy to extend with additional analysis tools. A developer can write a new tool with a few lines of Scala (if using DINAMITE with Spark) or any other language of choice. We target advanced developers who understand how software interacts with memory hierarchies of modern processors, so we wanted to give them ultimate flexibility in analysing memory traces. We built three tools on top of DINAMITE. The first one produces variable names and source lines responsible for the highest number of cache accesses and misses. Using it, we reduced the last-level cache (LLC) miss rate of 429.mcf from SPEC2006 by 55% and improved its performance by 12%. We also reduced the LLC missrate and improved performance of PARSEC's fluidanimate by 50% and 15% respectively.
The second tool implements Chilimbi's structure splitting algorithm [17] . Thanks to it, we reduced the LLC miss rate of SPEC2006's 429.mcf by 60%, with the corresponding 20% reduction in runtime.
The third tool detects program variables that are heavily shared by many threads. This tool enabled us to detect a previously known performance bottleneck in WiredTiger, MongoDB's back-end key/value store [18] [19] [20]. Even though the bottleneck was already known and fixed before we created DINAMITE (in fact, this was one of the motivating reasons for DINAMITE), the original discovery took several weeks, while DINAMITE pin-pointed it in a few hours. Performance improvement of the read-only sequential LevelDB benchmark implemented over WiredTiger reached a factor of 20 for 32 threads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of DINAMITE design. Sections II-B, II-A and II-C contain a detailed discussion of the log format, LLVM instrumentation pass and logging library. Section II-D discusses two implementations of analysis frameworks -one in native C++ and another one using Spark Streaming. Section III describes the tools we created with DINAMITE and evaluates them on three applications. Section IV discusses related work. Section V elaborates on possible avenues for future work.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN Our system is built from three components: an LLVM instrumentation pass, a collection of output logging libraries and an analysis toolkit. A system overview is shown in Target applications are compiled with an LLVM [15] compiler configured to include our instrumentation pass. Configuration is trivial: it only requires changing the compiler invocation command. Most large software projects allow specifying the compiler command via an environment variable.
Our instrumentation pass instruments three types of events: function entry or exit, memory allocation, and memory access. For each event the instrumentation pass injects a function call to an externally linked logging library. The logging library, linked dynamically at runtime, will produce a log record of an event in binary or text format (described below). Log records are either stored in the file system or streamed over a socket. Stored traces can be analyzed using pre-packaged DINAMITE scripts written in Python or C++ (see Section III), or the user can write her own tools using their language of choice. Log records streamed over the socket are processed by the Spark Streaming engine. DINAMITE includes several analysis kernels for Spark written in Scala; users can also write their own.
DINAMITE allows chaining analysis passes, similar to the Unix pipe command. For many of our analyses we stream the log data to a cache simulator tool (written in C++) that annotates each memory access log entry to indicate whether the access was a cache hit or a miss and forwards the annotated log entry to the Spark Streaming engine.
The rest of this section describes the system in more detail.
A. LLVM instrumentation pass
We chose to use the LLVM infrastructure for the implementation for the following reasons:
1) It can be used on programs written in any language supported by an LLVM front-end compiler. We store all the type alias information in map-like data structures within the pass.
The core of the instrumentation pass iterates over the current module and visits each function, each basic block and each instruction within it.
For each encountered function, it places a function begin log call at the beginning of its first basic block, and a function end log call at the end of each basic block that ends the function.
Memory allocation functions are treated separately. Our pass must first recognize whether a function is a memory allocator and then gather the information about the allocated type, size and address. For each called function, our instrumentation checks the function's name against the list of known allocator functions. We generalize allocator functions as functions that take two arguments: number of elements and size of a single element, and output the address that points to the start of the allocated region. This model encompasses all allocation library APIs that we have encountered, and, combined with type information available through LLVM, contains all the relevant information that describes an allocation.
The list of allocators is provided in a separate file, where each entry is described with a function name, and three indices indicating the position of all the relevant fields (the number of elements, the size of the element and the allocation's base pointer) in the argument list. If the allocation address is the function's return value, its index will be set to −1. Standard allocation functions (such as malloc and calloc) are included in the configuration file that comes with our pass. If the program uses any non-standard allocator functions, the user must add them to that file. The pass places an allocation event log call after each call to an allocator function.
Strings written to the log are encoded with a unique integer identifier to preserve space. The integer-to-string mappings are placed into JSON documents created by the instrumentation pass. The mappings must be consistent across modules, but LLVM compiler passes do not preserve any state across modules. Therefore, we load the JSON mappings before compiling each module compilation and write back any updates at the end.
For ease of use with C and C++ projects, our instrumentation pass gets registered with LLVM's pass manager for standalone clang invocations. As clang supports most of GCC's compilation flags, this makes integration of our instrumentation into existing projects in most cases as easy as changing the compiler invocation variable.
B. Log format
All log events contain a field for a thread identifier. We limit this field to 8 bits to conserve space, but it can be easily expanded if needed. Distinguishing between 256 unique threads was sufficient for our case studies.
Allocation and access events share fields that contain the file name, the line number and the column number that correspond to the event's source code location. Allocation events additionally contain the base address of the allocated memory region, the size of a single allocated element, the number of allocated elements and their type.
Access events contain the accessed address, the type of the access (read or write), the name and type of the variable corresponding to the access, and the value at the accessed address.
Function events contain the event type (entry or exit into the function) and the function name.
Depending on the configuration, log records can be produced in text or binary format. In text format, each field of the entry is printed to a file, separated by a delimiter character. In binary format, different types of events are contained in a parent logentry structure. The logentry structure contains a type field that differentiates the payload as either a function, access or allocation event. The payload is a union between the corresponding three log entry types. In the current version of DINAMITE, each log entry takes 48 bytes total.
Log format involves a surprising trade-off between performance and log size, which we evaluate in the next section.
C. Logging libraries
Instrumented programs do not contain any logic for producing log records. Instead, they contain calls to the externally linked logging library. Our implementation contains three different library versions based on log format and output destination: text-to-file, binary-to-file and binary-to-socket. The effect of log format on log size
In our implementation, each binary log record takes up 48 bytes of storage. Text entries are variable in size and depend on the number of characters needed to encode all the values. The two extremes of an entry size in text format are:
• Minimum: 18 bytes. Each field can be encoded with a single digit, with added single character delimiters.
• Maximum: 77 bytes. Each field has the maximum value for its storage type in binary format. The reality is somewhere in-between, as shown in Table  I , which compares log sizes in text and binary format for SPEC2006 429.mcf, with 4.5 billion memory accesses. Text format generates smaller logs; log size is important, because real workloads generate hundreds of gigabytes of logs. At the same time, using text format results in a much higher performance overhead (evaluated in the next section). Since we can forego storing large logs by relying on DINAMITE's streaming model we always use DINAMITE with the binary log format to avoid the overhead. The effect of log format on performance
For a detailed insight into the overhead of running the instrumented binary, we break it down into the following components:
• base cost: the cost of executing the uninstrumented code • log cost: the cost of invoking the logging library function • format cost: the cost of preparing the log entry for writing • output cost: the cost of writing the log entry Table II shows the broken-down cost of the instrumentation for 429.mcf. We report all costs except the output cost, because it depends on where we write the log data; the output costs for different output destinations are reported later in this section.
Log cost is fixed and must be invoked for every instrumented event. The only way to reduce this cost is to avoid instrumenting certain events altogether, according to a userdefined criterion at compile time. For example, if we are not interested in exploring the entire memory access trace of a program, but only accesses to a single type, we can tell the compiler to instrument only those. Similarly, we can limit instrumentation to certain functions. Instrumenting isolated data structures or types can discover some memory access patterns, but this kind of filtering is not appropriate for understanding whole program memory behavior or for any analysis involving cache simulation.
Format cost is the cost of packing the log data according to the specified format. It is dominant for the text format, because formatting strings is a very expensive operation, relative to producing a binary record. Text format suffers a 25× higher run time relative to the binary format. That is why we always resort to using the binary format in our experiments, despite its higher storage overhead.
Output cost is the cost of writing the log records into a file or sending them over a socket. Besides the cost of accessing the storage medium, it requires a system call. We mitigate Figure 2 shows the effects of different buffer sizes on the runtime of 429.mcf in the binary format that writes to a RAM disk. By increasing the output buffer size, performance improvement reaches its maximum at around 20× over the unbuffered version. In the rest of our measurements, we used the output buffer of 4096 entries. Table III compares the performance of 429.mcf instrumented with DINAMITE against slowdowns of two major instrumentation frameworks: Intel Pin and Valgrind. Valgrind performance degradation reported here is obtained from Nethercote et al. [13] , and refers to Valgrind's MemCheck tool which performs memory error checking with a summary output at the end of execution. This is not a fair comparison to access instrumentation, but to the best of our knowledge, a Valgrind tool comparable in functionality with DINAMITE is not available. Numbers for Pin were obtained from the supplied pinatrace tool, output to RAM disk. In Table III , the slowest version of DINAMITE without analysis instruments each access with full debug information (as described in section II-B) and outputs it to a RAM disk filesystem in binary format. Even at this level of detail and with full output enabled, DINAMITE is only 60% slower than Valgrind's MemCheck and almost 10x faster than the comparable access instrumentaion in Pin. Even when using the Spark analysis pipeline, DINAMITE is only 35% slower than pinatrace.
Table IV compares the running times for executing 429.mcf with different variants of log formats and outputs. Note that the text-formatted output makes the instrumentation run very slow: 33× slower than using the binary format. Sending the trace over a TCP socket to netcat is faster than writing it to a RAM disk. However, introducing Spark Streaming into the pipeline makes the TCP streaming execution 15x slower. Optimizing this would require a detailed analysis of Spark's data receiving system and is left for future work. Our design decouples the generation of log records from their processing. Alternatively, embedding analysis logic into the logging library is also possible. We opted against it for the following reasons:
• Instrumented programs share heap with the logging library. Adding significant bookkeeping data structures to the heap could affect the placement of the program's data and diminish the accuracy of traces.
• Decoupling analysis from logging allows for flexibility in the languages and frameworks used for analyzing memory traces 
D. Analysis toolkit
The analysis toolkit consists of two different frameworks for writing log processing applications. Logs recorded to a filesystem are processed with the native analysis framework written in C++. The framework includes support for parsing logs and allows the user to easily extend the analysis by writing a new C++ class. Alternatively, the users could write their own parsing and analysis tools in any language of choice. Logs streamed over a TCP socket are processed live with Spark Streaming drivers. Similarly, the user could configure DINAMITE to use any another system to ingest or analyze streaming logs (e.g., Kafka, Google Dataflow). Our toolkit includes a simple cache simulator program, which processes and annotates streamed log records with cache hit/miss indicators. Next, we describe these components in more detail.
1) Native analysis framework: The C++ framework provides support for writing arbitrary analysis kernels. To write a new kernel, the programmer must extend the TracePlugin class (shown in listing 1). The framework reads log records into a buffer and passes each log entry to the chosen plugin by invoking its processLog(logentry * ) method. At the end of the log file, the framework calls the plugin's finalize() method, which is used for writing the output of the analysis.
2) Spark Streaming analysis framework:
To analyze streamed log records with Spark Streaming, the programmer must write an analysis kernel in Scala. To this end, our framework provides a custom Spark Streaming Receiver class and a log converter. A receiver accepts batches of log events in binary format over a TCP socket and stores each separate log entry in its associated StreamingContext.
Listing Integration with Spark Streaming gives the programmer access to the full set of Spark Streaming operations and can process logs as they are output from a live running program.
3) Cache simulator: For detailed analysis of program cache behaviour, we wrote a simple cache simulator, which is placed as an intermediate step between the generation of the log output and the analysis framework (or the filesystem, if we are saving the logs for offline processing). We simulate a single-level cache, typically configured with parameters reflecting a last-level cache on our target system. The cache simulator accepts log entries over a socket, much like the Spark Streaming analysis framework. It annotates each memory access with an indicator whether this was a cache hit or a miss. The annotated logs are passed on to either the analysis framework, or stored in a filesystem for offline processing.
In our evaluation of the system, we found that having cache behaviour information was essential for identifying certain optimization opportunities.
III. EVALUATION
In this section we describe three tools that we built using DI-NAMITE and demonstrate how they guided our optimization of three applications: SPEC's 429.mcf, PARSEC's fluidanimate and WiredTiger, a MongoDB's key-value store.
All experiments described in this section were performed on machines listed in Appendix A.
A. Identifying cache offenders
"For large working sets it is important to use the available cache as well as possible. To achieve this, it might be necessary to rearrange data structures. While it is easier for the programmer to put all the data which conceptually belongs together in the same data structure, this might not be the best approach for maximum performance." Ulrich Drepper, 2007 [21] This tool identifies program variables and source lines that generated the most last-level cache accesses and misses. It works as follows:
429.mcf 429.mcf performs single-depot vehicle scheduling using the network simplex method. The implementation represents nodes and arcs in the network as C structs. In the benchmark description the author mentions reordering fields of both node and arc structs in an attempt to reduce cache misses and improve performance [22] . Nevertheless, DINAMITE enabled additional optimizations. Table V shows the output of the cache-offender tool. We notice that a disproportionate number of misses are being caused by the ident field of the arc struct, more than four times as many as the second most accessed field, node.orientation.
Upon closer inspection, we noticed that all the arc structures are allocated as a single large array, even though they represent nodes in a linked data structure. The majority of accesses to arc.ident were made within a single loop (shown in Listing 3). The loop iterates over the arc array until it finds a match, and only then accesses its other fields.
Every time arc.ident was accessed, the corresponding cache line was filled with other fields, most of which were not used before the cache line was evicted. These data layout and access pattern waste cache space and memory bandwidth. We addressed the problem by restructuring the array of arcs from the array of structures layout into the structure of arrays. Our modifications brought a 55% reduction in LLC misses, and a 12% improvement in the overall runtime.
fluidanimate
Fluidanimate is an Intel Recognition, Mining and Synthesis application that uses the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method to simulate an incompressible fluid. It uses the NavierStokes equation to derive fluid density fields. It is included in the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite because of the increasing significance of physics simulation in video-game programming and real-time animation domains [23] .
Profiling fluidanimate with perf [10] showed that it has a high LLC miss rate of 30% on our system. We instrumented the program using DINAMITE and ran it through the cache offender tool. Table VI shows output of the tool: variable names and source lines responsible for the most cache misses. The top cache offenders are Cell.next and Vec3.x. The names of the structs and fields suggest that a Cell is an element of a linked collection. Listing 4 shows the code excerpt pointed to by the output of our tool. We can immediately see that the code generating misses is a traversal of grid of Cell structures in which only the next field is touched.
Looking at the definitions for Cell and Vec3 types we can see that Cell represents a linked list of containers for arrays of Vec3 structures that contain three-dimensional vectors. The arrays themselves are contained within the Cell struct in their entirety. The total size of a Cell struct with the payload was 896 bytes, making a single instance span 14 cache lines.
This data layout is poorly optimized for traversing lists of Cells, because each new Cell access generates a cache miss. Our idea, therefore, was to allocate the Cell's payload, which is rarely touched, separately from the rest of the structure. The structure would then include a pointer to its payload; since each Cell's payload consists of multiple arrays, adding a layer of indirection to access the payload would not be much of a penalty. Allocating the Cell payload separately brings the size of the structure down to 16 bytes . Since consecutive calls to a memory allocator function for a variable of the same size will return near consecutive addresses in most standard libraries, consecutive Cells will be allocated close together, and several of them will fit into a single cache line. This change brought a 50% reduction in the LLC cache miss rate and a 15% reduction in runtime with 16 threads (see Figure 3 ).
An interesting observation is that Cells were allocated in the original implementation to be cache-aligned and padded to a fill the entire cache line, indicating a prior effort to make better use of the cache hierarchy. However, with DINAMITE we discovered that making the Cell struct larger by padding actually hurt performance on our system. Intricacies of modern multi-core memory hierarchies can mislead even very experienced programmers. Powerful performance analysis tools are thus crucially important.
B. Structure splitting
Our structure splitting tool is based on the class splitting algorithm proposed by Chilimbi et al. for Java programs [17] . The algorithm analyses how the program accesses the members of a class to determine if a class is fit to split into two separate classes. Splitting classes is motivated by the idea that hot fields, or fields that are accessed significantly more than cold fields, should be placed in a separate class so that more hot data can be packed into a single cache block. To access fields that are considered cold, the hot class includes a pointer The algorithm begins by identifying live classes. A class is considered live if it is accessed more than a certain threshold, and only live classes are considered for splitting. Next, fields in live classes are marked as hot or cold depending on how many times their respective class is accessed. If a field is accessed significantly more than other fields, it is considered hot. Full details of the algorithm are described elsewhere [17] .
Chilimbi et al. implemented the splitting algorithm for Java classes, using the JVM for access statistics and a Java byte-code instrumentation tool BIT [24] . We implemented the splitting algorithm in DINAMITE, making it accessible to a wider range of programs, including those written in unmanaged languages. The tool works as follows:
The Spark Streaming driver receives access logs from the instrumented binary and produces the list of variables and corresponding access counts. Then a Python script generates a chart for each live structure showing weights assigned by the algorithm for individual fields; black bars for hot fields and gray bars for cold fields. Programmers then split their structures according to the hot and cold fields in the chart. Figure 4 shows the chart produced by the structure splitting tool for the arc struct in 429.mcf as well as the modified arc struct code. Similarly struct node (not shown) was another live struct with both hot and cold fields. Splitting hot and cold fields in these structs delivered 20% speedup and reduced the LLC miss rate by 60%, as measured with perf.
C. Shared variable detection
On machines with even a handful of cores, variables updated by multiple threads can quickly become a scaling bottleneck [6] , even if these variables are not protected by a lock or accessed via atomic instructions [25] . Repeatedly updating a shared variable from different cores stresses the coherency protocol and can slow down the program by an order of magnitude relative to a sharing-free execution. Tools for detecting shared variable bottlenecks do exist, but they are hardware-specific (e.g., Intel's VTune [26] works only on Intel machines, DProf [5] and Memprof [4] work only on AMD hardware) and can be non-trivial to set up (DProf and Memprof require changing the kernel). DINAMITE is easily extended to detect shared variable bottlenecks on any binary that can be compiled with LLVM.
To demonstrate, we created a simple tool that we then used to find a known scalability bottleneck in WiredTiger [18] [20], a MongoDB storage engine [19] . To truly test the experience of creating new tools for DINAMITE, the student who created the shared variable detection tool was not informed what variables and source locations triggered the bottleneck; he was only advised that the bottleneck exists and provided the instructions for running the problematic workload.
The engineer who originally diagnosed the scalability issue took about week to do so after observing poor performance; she used Memprof, which required communication with its authors and changes to the kernel. Even though the changes were simple, they would likely be considered "beyond the call of duty" by many developers. The DINAMITE tool took several hours to create by a person familiar with the overall framework and consisted of two simple Spark Streaming kernels and a Python script.
The first and second kernel identify top shared variables. The second kernel processes the execution traces again, looking only for frequently shared variables and collects the source locations where the accesses are made. The tool could be structured with only a single kernel that both identifies the top shared variables and records the source lines, but we found that having two kernels is simpler and results in better performance of Spark Streaming.
The first kernel translates memory access log entries into (accessed address, variable identifier and thread identifier) tuples. Each tuple acts as the key in map-reduce transformation that produces a list of variable-identifying tuples and the corresponding total memory accesses. The result is stored in a persistent table.
Next, a Python script reads that table and transforms the data into a dictionary, where each accessed address serves as a key and the corresponding value contains the variable identifier and access counts performed by each thread. The script filters the results according to the following criteria:
• It removes all entries accessed by only a single thread • It removes all entries that are not uniformly shared by threads. We define uniform sharing as follows: Let A sorted be a list of all the per-thread access counts These results only point to the variable responsible for shared accesses. To find the root cause, we use the second Spark kernel to find the source location where the accesses are performed. The second kernel is very similar to the first, except it discards all the log entries that do not correspond to the top shared variable, and keeps the source lines where the accesses occurred. We sort the results by the number of accesses in descending order. Listing 5 shows the first entry of the output (redacted for brevity), which correctly identifies the source location responsible for the bottleneck. The fields in the output JSON document are self-explanatory apart from the threads list, which contains (thread id, thread access count) pairs. It turns out that this sequential read-only workload suffered from scalability problems, because threads were incrementing a shared statistics counter after each read operation. This problem was later fixed by implementing per-thread statistic buffers. Figure 5 shows the performance impact of the bug on Machine A (described in the appendix). A seemingly benign counter increment, which takes negligible time in a singlethreaded execution, quickly escalates into a huge scaling bottleneck with as few as four threads and slows down the workload by an impressive factor of 20 with 32 threads. Previous work reported similar performance impact of shared variables on multicore machines [25] . With the increasing core counts on new hardware the importance of tools that enable productive memory performance analysis will continue to grow.
IV. RELATED WORK
Several instrumentation frameworks have been designed previously with the goal of solving memory bottleneck problems. Limitations of these frameworks include targeting a specific programming language, providing coarse grained instrumentation abstractions, or providing fine grained instrumentation abstractions that are sampled to reduce overhead. Other tools are not as flexible in that users can only view output through a user interface, or are designed for a specific use case.
Existing instrumentation frameworks like Pin [14] and Valgrind [13] instrument programs and allow programmers to build dynamic analysis tools on top of them much like DINAMITE. Pin instruments using a highly optimized JIT compiler that intercepts the first instruction of a supplied executable and compiles instrumentation functions to execute where appropriate. Valgrind recompiles code blocks from the binary into its own IR, instruments them using a tool plugin, and compiles them back to machine code to be executed. Additionally, Valgrind provides a fast shadow memory implementation for use in the tool plugins. Both of these frameworks have access only to information contained within the executable, making it difficult to relate machine instructions to source-level context. DINAMITE instruments programs at compile time, at which point all the source-level information is available and automatically passed to the logging functions. The need for shadow memory is eliminated by decoupling DINAMITE's instrumentation from its analysis frameworks.
Zhao et al. [27] describe a tool designed to detect true and false sharing built on top of the memory shadowing framework Umbra [28] . Memory sharing is detected by associating cache lines with shadow memory exposed by Umbra. Association of thread to address is done via a bitmap describing thread ids responsible for each access. Sheriff [29] addresses the same problem, but requires either the programmer to rewrite source code or rely on sampling to catch culprits, and is specifically designed to detect false sharing. DINAMITE achieves the same result by inserting thread IDs in each log entry, which also contain accessed addresses. The log entry also contains all the source level details necessary to pinpoint exactly where in the code the accesses were performed and to what data type.
Memprof [4] is a tool that profiles objects that make remote memory accesses on NUMA machines so programmers can potentially minimize them. Memory accesses are measured through instruction-based sampling (IBS) that relies on hardware support and requires using a kernel module, constraining the tool to the Linux/AMD platforms. DINAMITE can be extended with a native plugin or Spark kernel to generate the same information. It sacrifices performance over accuracy and portability as it does not rely on hardware support for instruction sampling.
Similar to Memprof, DProf [5] uses IBS to acquire memory traces to locate data types that stress the cache. Programmers can view data type statistics and how they behave in the cache, what data types generate the most cache accesses and misses, and the most common functions that operate on these data types. DProf required changes to the operating system, which is significant barrier for its adoption. The flexibility of DINAMITE enabled us to plug in a cache simulator into the framework and to generate the same information as DProf, but with greater flexibility to add new analysis and without attachment to a particular operating system or hardware.
Other tools provide more source-level detail but are slower and less flexible. Memspy [30] provides rich information on program execution, including the execution time, miss rate, and memory stall time broken down by code and data. Details are tracked by executing the application through a memory simluator and instrumention through a preprocessor, which is not as portable as LLVM. Memspy reported a 22×-58× slowdown in execution time. DINAMITE's slowdowns are competitive with modern instrumentation frameworks and provide a pluggable framework for all kinds of data analyses.
Like MACPO [31] , our tool instruments data accesses at the compiler level instead of the binary level to keep source-level information. To combat overhead, MACPO limits instrumentation to "snapshots" of program execution, that are staggered in an attempt to capture complete program behaviour. Trace size is reduced by limiting instrumentation not only to "snapshots" but also to non-scalar data types. Similarily Dprof and Memprof use IBS and only output the most commonly accessed data and their cache statistics. DINAMITE instruments all memory accesses inviting unlimited flexibility of analysis at the expense of higher runtime overhead.
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
We described the implementation of DINAMITE and discussed the performance implications of our design choices: a fine-grained compiler-based instrumentation and a flexible analysis framework. Our detailed breakdown of the costs involved in doing instrumentation of memory accesses leads us to conclude that this kind of design is not only feasible, but allows for a great level of detail in the generated traces, while keeping the slowdown comparable to the state-of-the-art instrumentation frameworks. We introduced a novel fusion of instrumentation and stream processing that eliminates the need for storing traces and provides an easy to use Spark Streaming API for analysis purposes. Finally we demonstrated the utility of DINAMITE by performing three types of analysis that were difficult, impossible, or constrained to a certain OS/hardware platform with the previously available tools.
In future work, we plan to expand on the kinds of analysis that can be done on access traces using a streaming framework. Spark Streaming currently buffers incoming log records and processes them at the expiration of a configurable timeslice. In our experience, the timeslice must be rather large (e.g., one second) to avoid performance problems with Spark, but with such a large timeslice the batches contain hundreds of thousands of accesses. Adding support for a framework that is able to process a batch of records after it accumulates a specified number of records would let us have finer granularity in our analysis. This kind of setup would allow discovering access patterns within small windows of time, which is important for certain optimizations.
Further, we plan to explore and optimize the slowdown of DINAMITE when using the full analysis pipeline with Spark Streaming. Finding the best way to integrate the log generation and analysis is an important factor in improving the overall productivity of engineers using our system. Finally, our implementation of the cache simulator is rather simplistic. Adding a multi-level cache simulator such as Dinero IV [32] and adding more cache information to the logs would help improve understanding how different data organization and access patterns affect program efficiency.
APPENDIX HARDWARE
All hardware in our evaluation was performed on one of the following machines:
• Machine A -AMD Opteron 6272, 4 chips with 16 cores and 16MB of last level cache each, and 512GB of RAM • Machine B -AMD Opteron 2435, 2 chips with 6 cores 6MB of last level cache each, and 32GB of RAM
